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Coonan Introduces New 1911 .45 ACP Pistol 
 

Blaine, MN – Coonan Inc., known for their legendary 1911 based .357 Magnum pistols, introduces a new class of 1911 

pistols chambered in .45 ACP. 

 

The new.45 ACP pistol raises the 1911 standard by taking the “Coonan Difference” (linkless barrel, pivoting trigger, and 

external extractor) proven technologies from their 1911 .357 Magnum Auto and applying them to their new .45 ACP.  

 

The linkless barrel is more reliable than linked barrels and offers increased accuracy while virtually eliminating feeding 

issues. The pivoting trigger’s unique location and motion allows the user a more consistent trigger pull for better accuracy 

and tighter groups. Every trigger, hammer, sear, and disconnector are crafted at the Coonan facility in Blaine, Minnesota to 

their exact specifications. The external extractor is coil spring activated for increased reliability.  

 

This handgun ships standard with fixed black Novak style front and rear sights. Upgrade options include fixed or 

adjustable white dot sights & fixed or adjustable tritium night sights.  This new handgun also incorporates an 

extended slide catch and thumb lock to ease operation. The Coonan .45 ACP base package includes a 7 round 

single-stack magazine, a carrying case, FP10 gun oil and a safety lock. For additional information on the Coonan 

.45 ACP 1911 Pistol, please visit http://www.coonaninc.com/product/.45-ACP 
 

Coonan .45 ACP 1911 Pistol 

 Caliber: .45 ACP 

 Barrel Length: 5.0" (4340 Carbon Steel W/Hard Chrome Plate) 

 Construction: 17-4 PH Stainless Steel 

 Overall Length: 8.4 Inches 

 Height: 5.3” 

 Width: 1.3” 

 Weight: 40.0oz empty/ 45.2oz Loaded 

 Magazine Capacity: 7 rounds +1 

 Sights: Novak Style Rear, Blade Front  

 Standard: Black, White, Dot 

 Optional: Fixed Night Sight, Adjustable White 

 MSRP:  $ 1,375.00 

About Coonan Inc. 

Coonan Inc. manufactures firearms created by the legendary gun designer, Dan Coonan. In addition to the .357 Magnum Automatic, Coonan Inc. also 

makes a full range of FAL receivers and machines a wide range of high-precision gun and other parts.  

http://www.coonaninc.com/product/.45-acp

